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PAYMENT METHOD:

❑ MasterCard    ❑ Visa       ❑ Check / Money Order

  Amount Enclosed  $ ____________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________

  Expiration Date:   _______   _______  CVN Code: ______

_______________________________________________________________

SHIP TO:
Name __________________________________________________________

Address ________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________ State ___________________

Zip ______________________    Phone�Day (_____) ________________
 Evening (_____) _____________________

E-Mail Address: ________________________________________________

All Credit Card Orders Must Be Placed By The Cardholder Only.

Month Year

Card Account Number

Customer Signature

ATTENTION: No cash or credit card refunds without written
authorization from Stevens Magic Emporium.

If you are a Kansas resident, you
are subject to local sales tax.

Domestic Insurance Policy:
Our responsibility ends when shipment leaves our
premises.  We, therefore, suggest you insure your
order.  Insurance fees are as follows:

$ 0.01 to  $  50.00 ......................... $0.75
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ......................... $1.60
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ......................... $2.40
$ 200.01 to $300.00 ......................... $3.50
$ 300.01 to $400.00 ......................... $4.60
$ 400.01 to $500.00 ......................... $5.40
$ 500.01 to $600.00 ......................... $6.20
Maximum Liability $600.00

Give Us A Call...
Our hours are Monday � Friday 10:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. (cst) and Saturday 11:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. (cst).  We�re happy to help you with your orders.  We look forward to talking with you.

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com

**Prices subject to change without notice.**

SHIPPING CHARGES:  Minimum Ship
Charges

$ 0.00 to  $  50.00 ....................... $5.00
$ 50.01 to $100.00 ....................... $7.50
$ 100.01 to $200.00 ....................... $10.00

Over $200.00 ....................... $12.50

Important Note: The above charges will apply
on the majority of orders. SME reserves the right
to choose the method of shipment on table rates.
However, there are some products due to their
dimensions and weights (including but not limited
to) larger props and illusions, where additional
shipping costs will be required. In such cases, we
will notify you post purchase. This is why the
phrase �minimum ship charge� is included in the
above tiers.

SME assumes no liability for errors in ad
copy and or prices.

mailto:magic@stevensmagic.com
http://www.stevensmagic.com
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Best Book Test Ever!
Meir Yedid�s

Walk On Water
 Book Test �6�

The Best Selling Book Test
in Existence!

This is the sixth edition of the best-selling
book test that many professionals use in
their close-up and stand-up shows. It is
quick, direct and easy to present.

While on stage you mention that you would
like to try an experiment in mind reading.
You pull out a bag from the local book store,
rip it open and remove two hardcover
books. Select a spectator. Have her verify
that she has never met you and have her
select one of the two books (free choice).
Have her look through the book and tell
you how many pages it has.

A second spectator is now asked to name any page number in the book (free
choice). The first spectator now turns to the selected page and concentrates on
the first word on that page.  You now read the spectator�s mind and write down
the word she is thinking of.  Ask her to yell out the word she is thinking of, then
show the audience the word you wrote. They match. It�s a miracle.

But, it is not over yet. As an afterthought
have the spectator think of the last word
on that page. You can now proceed to
dramatically spell out the thought of word
for a double miracle.

Comes complete with two special hard-
cover books (Here On Earth:  A Natural
History Of The Planet  and Worm: The
First Digital World War) and an
illustrated instruction booklet. Very easy
to learn and perform. You will be able to
perform this routine before you finish
reading the instruction�guaranteed!

$75

�One of the greatest book test, bar none�and self-working. Ideal
for magicians and mentalist alike.  The best selling book test of all
times!  Now available again!�  --Joe Stevens

Meir Yedid at Magic Live 2015

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/wow-book-test-6-meir-yedid/
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Exclusively For Stevens Magic

Anthony Asimov�s
Skulls Of  Anarchy

A new and entertaining way to perform the classic �Matrix� routine by Anthony
Asimov! That lends itself to multiple themes for the performer!

Mentalism � Psyhic Routines � Seances � General Close Up.

This is a supernatural-themed MATRIX that is perfect for all occasions! It�s a staple
in Anthony�s magic act and he�s finally agreed to market this unique item exclusively
through Steven�s Magic.

What the audience sees�Three tiny stone skulls and one orange gemstone are
covered with four Tarot Cards. One by one, the skulls vanish from under their
cards. When the last Tarot card is lifted, the skulls are found to have assembled
next to the gemstone! ONLY THREE SKULLS are used, there is no �extra� skull
in play, and they can be fully examined at the end of the routine.

All props are meticulously handcrafted by Anthony himself, with each skull and
Tarot card custom-made to the highest quality. You will receive four special Tarot
Cards, three stone skulls, one heart-shaped orange gemstone and a DVD where
Anthony takes you step-by-step through this beautiful and unique routine. The
DVD also includes a Bonus performance-only trick of Anthony�s famous �This Is
Nuts� routine�his powerhouse closer that he uses at The Magic Castle.

Do something visually-different and push the coins aside� It�s time to learn a
different type of MATRIX!

$75

HOT!HOT!HOT!HOT!HOT!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-skulls-of-anarchy-anthony-asimov/
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Cliff Wiggs Exclusive...

Proline Magic Presents...
Rice Orange & Checkers

Stunningly Beautiful!  A classic re-imagined for contemporary audiences featuring
the signature look that is immediately recognized as Proline.

The beautiful contrast and the modern design, makes this a piece that calls to you.
Please note as in all Proline effects they are made by hand, one at a time and
therefore, are limited.  Thanks to Proline for allowing Stevens Magic to be the only
dealer to offer it.  Expect the best and you will get it.

FEATURES:
�  Stage size featuring 4-inch checkers.
� All the checkers are separate and can be

staggered in the stacking.
�  The tubes are solid so it can be performed

surrounded.
�  Featuring a �waterfall� rice finale to and a

much needed �kick� to the effects ending.
�  Repeat�VERY limited availability!  These

willgo fast!
$695

Only 3 ROnly 3 ROnly 3 ROnly 3 ROnly 3 Remain!emain!emain!emain!emain!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/rice-orange-checkers-proline/
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Brian Watson Presents...
Sim Stone With Manual

As with all Brian�s products, it's all inclusive,
and exceptionally well thought-out.  It features
both the unique Sim Stones manufactured by
Brian along with the Sim Stone Manual�
which has a foreword by Lee Earle.  The Sim
Stones are sincerely stones, with a combined
weight of 8.5 ounces! (0.24 Kilograms).  It's
all quality!

Get the inside secrets on how to make �real
money� in the real world of Psychic Fairs. The
Sim Stone Manual comes complete with a
set of Sim Stones, unlike Tarot or Runes, you
will be an authority on Sim Stones�in no time
at all!

If you�re not impressed yet, how about a
system that�s flexible enough to let you practice the difficult art of cold
reading yet give you a firm base or script to get you back on track �if
needed? Can you imagine a better system or product whether you are just starting
out or already are an accomplished reader?

Sim Stones gives you the following advantages:  Built In Memory System, Easy To
Learn, Allows For �Canned� or Free Form Readings, Unique, Giving You The
Edge, Use The System Anytime�Anywhere, Even Use Without The Stones! Use
For Numerology Readings and MUCH more...

Chapters in the book contain: Principle Behind The Sim Stones, The Memory
System, Clues, Body Language, Building Rapport, Positive Thinking, Rituals,
Spreads, Business, Stationery And MUCH more�

Introductory Price...$99
Dirty Dog Draw

Dirty Dog Draw is the world's easiest
magic square!  Now you can create the
impression of subliminal influence with
nothing to remember other than
presentation!

Dirty Dog Draw is specially printed in
full color and fits in a single credit card
slot in your wallet!

� Wallet Sized  � Self Working
� No Memory Work  � Always Ready

$23

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/dirty-dog-draw-brain-watson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sim-stones-brian-watson/
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Mental Miracles!

Porper Originals...
Precision Brema

Spirit Nut
Hand spectator a brass nut (like you find
at any hardware store) and a length of
cord. Ask them to thread the nut onto
the cord and hold the ends of the cord
tight.

You take out your handkerchief and cover
the nut. Saying a magic word, you reach under the handkerchief, remove the nut
and toss it out for examination. Easy to do. Takes little pocket space and plays
strong.

$20

Brian Watson�s
Mental Logs

Outdone
One of the most coveted items from
Brian's quality line�is available from
Stevens Magic. These are incredible!
Each stick in fine English pewter. Mental
Logs are the most beautiful, practical and
durable set in the world. Hand crafted,
finished and detailed in finest English (lead
free) pewter, not only do they look
stunning (and classy), they will last a
lifetime. They come complete with an
outstanding routine that not only involves
everyone present, but also allows you to
give out four business cards at each
performance and predict the rear of the
logs as a kicker finish!

Exceptional quality, which you would immediately recognize when you hold them
in your hands. The set weighs in at an impressive 6.4 ounces! Comes with
instructional DVD and leather carrying case.

�Anything Brian Watson does�is top notch!  He's one of our favorite producers
in the art of magic!  He's constantly adding new life to classics and has the rare
ability to put concepts into motion while at the same time making sure the
quality from production to product is tops!�  -- Joe Stevens

$99

These WILL BE available soon, being made now!These WILL BE available soon, being made now!These WILL BE available soon, being made now!These WILL BE available soon, being made now!These WILL BE available soon, being made now!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mental-logs-outdone-brian-watson/
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Password Protected
Eric Samuels�
TableVision

Incredible Price!  Incredible Value!  Get it
NOW before the price goes UP!

While your back is turned, imagine having someone
draw on just about anything, with almost any writing
instrument and place it face-down on a nearby table
� a table which you�ve been using throughout your
show. You then duplicate their drawing with as much
or little detail as you like!

This is the proverbial tip of the iceberg of possibilities
with TableVision.  TableVision allows you to perform
drawing duplications, hands-off Sneak Thief effects,
multiple-object routines, living or dead tests, blindfold
psychometry, and we�re just getting started! You can
instantly identify drawings, written names,
photographs, playing cards, coins, and so much more.

How does Table Vision work? This
innocent, contemporary performance table
has a devastating secret! Just about
anything placed on the tabletop can be
instantly identified using reliable cutting-
edge technology.

Please Note: this page is �password�
protected!  Access this link below:
www.stevensmagic.com/?p=45929
Password: all lower case.  Hint: First name
Tony. Wrote a mentalism book in 1968 -
titled �13 .................� What is his last name? Last name only is the answer!

BONUS:  FREE 7-inch Andoid Tablet with each table!

�TableVision is the Ferrari of the mentalism tools! Finally
an innocent prop which allows you to perform miracles. The
limit really is your imagination.� -- Luca Volpe

 $1,395
US shipping esitmated - $70.00

http://www.stevensmagic.com/?p=45929
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/45930/
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Theory 11 Presents...
Break

The CLEANEST and most VISUAL coin bend
on the market. Have you tried bending a coin
with your hands? It�s impossible. Now try it
with your mind. BREAK is an effect that allows
you to visually bend and break a coin in half.
The spectator can attempt it, to no avail. You
then do something crazy and repeat the effect,
bending and breaking the coin again. All of
this happens right in front of your spectator�s
face. No funny moves, no switches, nothing
to conceal�and the coin can be signed.

Real Metal. Real Money.  BREAK includes
25 handcrafted, authentic USA coins, engineered specifically for this effect. Never
before has this technology and unique level of craftsmanship been applied to a
coin bend routine. It�s entirely self-contained: you can perform this in short sleeves,
with no switches.

There is nothing like BREAK on the market today. This is REAL metal. Truly
bent and broken at your fingertips.  The best part? Everything can be examined
BEFORE and AFTER the effect. Let the spectator keep the broken, signed, mangled
pieces�they�ll remember that moment forever. Ready to make your reputation?
Get ready. Welcome to BREAK by Uday Jagudar.

 $50
Jason England�s

Sub Rosa
Learn it in a matter of minutes. Flawlessly control
a single card�or group of cards�in a shuffled
deck. The spectator can take the deck and
examine it to their heart�s content. They can even
shuffle the deck themselves as many times as they
desire. You have full and total control at all times.

The basic concept behind Sub Rosa can be
learned in a matter of minutes and can be put
into use in a matter of hours�even by a total
beginner. Complete mastery of the techniques and concepts will take longer of
course, but you�re in control of the difficulty at all times.

Sub Rosa requires a special deck, and we include TWO�a beginner�s version
that is easy to work with and an advanced version that is nearly undetectable. Each
deck is handcrafted by Jeremy Hanrahan. Learn tips, bonus ideas and applications
in 40 minutes of step-by-step instruction. There�s a reason this concept has been
kept secret for over a century�it�s THAT good!

 $35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/break-theory-11/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/sub-rose-by-jason-england/
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Chazpro Miracles

Finger Bird
It�s cute! It�s magical! It�s as much a puzzle as a
magic trick. The Finger Bird will sit only on your
finger. It will even hop from one finger to another,
yet when you hand it to a spectator, they cannot
make him sit on their finger. Your little Finger
Bird can also perform as The Amazing Birdini
locating a spectator�s chosen card by leaping up
from the table when the chosen card is reached.

The bird measures approximately 1-inch
long.  Includes instructions, special bird
and extra secret prop.

$22.50

Die Cipher II
A brass canister, lid and die are examined. As
you look away, a spectator puts the die in the
canister, remembers the number on top and
covers with the lid. You turn around,
concentrate, then write a number on a piece
of paper. The lid is lifted, revealing the number
on the die...it matches your answer! No
questions. No fishing. This clever device gives
you all the information.

Thanks to Chuck Leach's improvement in the
design, you no longer need to turn the box

over to discern the number. Don't confuse Die-Cipher II with the various versions
of Mental Die. This is much better! A Chazpro Best Seller!

$50

Shamrock Cup
Coins vanish and appear with this specially
made cup. There are no end to the routines
possible. Coins vanish one at a time and
more.

Includes bonus routine from Aldo
Colombini. Use with U.S. Half Dollars or
English Pennies�Provide your own
coins. Easy to do. No difficult sleights.
Extremely limited edition!

$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/finger-bird-pk-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/die-cipher-ii/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shamrock-cup/
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Chazpro PK Wonders
Pro PK Kit

Micro 5
PK Magic is a very special form of mental
magic.  With this kit, you can perform all kinds
of mental miracles!  You can make matches
and other objects stand on end, have pens
roll toward you, stop watches, vanish coins,
make a chosen card rise from the deck and
much  more!  It all starts with the super strong
Micro 5 Nyodymium magnet.  The magic
looks like real magic, and, there is no end to
the magic you can create. Your imagination
is the only limit.

You receive the Micro 5 PK Magnet, the
Psychokinesis Book, an adjustable wrist
strap, wooden PK Match, shim supplies and
special coin.

$95
The Raven

The Raven® magic trick, new in the package, direct
from the manufacturer and inventor. Now includes
print and DVD instructions, plus special props.

Show both sides of your hands, then place a coin in
a spectator's hand and simply wave your hands...

Magic�s Most Visual Vanish!    $30

PK Block
The block is placed on a table (not leaned, like
other methods). The performer concentrates and
causes it fall over whenever he wants (no
guessing and stretching your patter, like other
methods). Block is again examinable and the
routine is repeatable.  You can even cover the
block with a large jar or pitcher, so no one can
suspect blowing or threads. The block falling over
in a �chamber� looks eerie!  For a different
routine, raise goose bumps on your spectators
when a �spirit� makes the block slide to the left
or right, in a �yes� or �no� séance routine.  Effects
can be performed seated at a table, or standing.

The PK Block stands  3.5 inches tall, 1.5 inches wide and .75 inches thick and
has a natural, unfinished look.

$60

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/new-pk-block-complete-by-chazpro-magic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/pro-pk-kit-micro-five/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/the-raven/
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From Collector�s Workshop
Rich Bloch�s

Impossible Dream
Box Nested

This is a unique close-up and parlor,
three box nested boxes effect with a
twist. This set can be loaded in front
of the audience. No assistant needed.
Rich has thoroughly tested this effect
under extreme conditions during live
shows and it has stood the test. An
audience fooler and mystifier.

A borrowed ring (or marked coin) is
caused to vanish. A beautiful box is
seen resting on the performer's table.
The box is picked up and given a slight
shake... "Something IS inside this
chest, but it's not your ring" chimes
the performer. The box is unlocked
and yet another box is seen within.
This is removed and also unlocked.
The box is given a shake... "There's
still something inside THIS box...
ANOTHER BOX!".

Finally the third box is opened and tilted forward. A locked metal strong box falls
free of the wooden box. This is handed to the spectator to examine. It is completely
made of metal and locked. No way in. The performer hands the spectator a set of
keys with the command to open the locked strong box. Inside the spectator finds
his missing ring!

NOTE: The outer box can be shown all around before opening as can the second
box. The loading is done right in front of the spectators and the performer can be
surrounded. The metal strong box can be examined as well.

Beautiful construction throughout. Each box is lined with velvet. The strong box is
meticulously crafted by Porper Originals and is also felt lined. The wooden boxes
are exquisitely made by the craftsmen at Collectors' Workshop. The outer box is
made from select walnut; the inner box is made from imported Jatoba wood and
the strong box is fashioned from solid aluminum. Solid brass hardware.

The outer walnut box measures: 6 x 5.5 x 4.75-inches; Big enough to make an
imposing presence on your close-up table, small enough to hold in one hand, yet
visible enough for stage work.

 $595

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/impossible-dream-by-rich-bloch/
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More Collector�s Workshop
Perfect Time Magnetic

Combo
Many have asked about our ability to
combine the original CW Perfect Time
(magnetic version) with the updated hidden
button control method ... well, it took four
years but we are proud to announce that
the Perfect Time Magnetic Combo is
now ready.

The performer removes his wrist watch and
asks a spectator to examine it. It is a fully
functioning quality quartz watch. The
spectator is allowed to set the hands at any
time he/she wishes, etc. Finally, the
performer states that he will make an
impossible prediction.  Retrieving the watch,
the performer sets the hands of his watch at

a particular time. He holds the watch by the band, away from his body as he asks
for two more volunteers. Each person is asked to create a specific time by mentally
thinking of the numbers on the face of a clock. One person thinks of the hour and
the other two people each think of a number that will collectively become the
minutes. Let us assume that the first spectator thinks of 10 (i.e. 10 o'clock) and the
other two spectators create the minutes, i.e. 22. The time created is then, 10:22.
The performer hands the watch to one of the spectators and he reads the time...
10:22 which had been set by the performer before any numbers were given!

You receive a beautiful functioning time-piece with a genuine leather strap that
can be worn and used daily. The watch keeps accurate time, yet is at your disposal
to create instant miracles.  An incredible ice-breaker; can be used in walk-around
situations; trade-show work, etc. A highly prized effect guarded and used by well
know mentalists the world over. Included in the instructions is the routine used by
Mentalist Craig Crossman; sure-fire and strong!

NEW MAGNETIC FEATURE allows you to place the watch down on the table
and control the hand operation via a hidden magnet. You are supplied with a
specially made watch that now has both a hidden switch and a magnet in the
bands. Folding the strap behind the watch case or placing a magnet near the face,
will now activate the hands. Combine this with the CW pulse switch and you have
a revolutionary mental weapon.

�This is quite possibly the most remarkable Prediction Watch ever invented!�
       --Orson Wells

 $395Note:Note:Note:Note:Note: Styles and colors may vary slightly to those pictured or
be changed according to availability on the market place.

mailto:place.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
mailto:place.2520 E. Douglas, Wichita, KS 67214 ! (316) 683-9582 ! FAX (316) 686-2442 ! Magic@StevensMagic.com ! www.stevensmagic.com
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/perfect-time-combo-large-collectors-workshop/
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Mental & Mystical Marvels

ESP Telepathy Cards
Briefly�Five ungaffed envelopes are
shown, each with an ordinary, blue card
inside. Each has a different ESP symbol
on them. A spectator selects any card,
then turns it over and puts it back into
the envelope. All the envelopes are
closed, then thoroughly mixed. After the
mixing, no one�the spectators or the
performer�knows which envelope
contains the selected card.  The performer deals the envelopes into a row on a
table and has a spectator select one...it is the correct symbol! Instead of having the
spectator locate the envelope, the performer can hold each one to his forehead
one at a time to get a mental impression, then set aside one envelope�the one
containing the selection!

Note: Each card is identical in size, shape and color, only the symbols are different.

The method is so subtle and fool-proof, that it is the perfect principle for many
routines, from standard magic effects, to mentalism. The props can be thoroughly
examined. Effects can be repeated.  Includes five envelopes, five special ESP cards
and instructions.

$10

Mental Telepathy
Cards

Briefly�Six ungaffed envelopes are
shown, each with an ordinary, white
card inside. A spectator selects any card,
signs it, then turns it over and puts it
back into the envelope. All the envelopes
are closed, then thoroughly mixed. After
the mixing, no one�the spectators or

the performer�knows which envelope contains the selected card.  The performer
deals the envelopes into a row on a table and has a spectator select one...it is the
correct envelope with her signed card! Instead of having the spectator locate the
envelope, the performer can hold each one to his forehead one at a time to get a
mental impression, then set aside one envelope�the one containing the selection!

Note: The envelopes are identical and are not marked in any way. Each card is
identical in size, shape and color.

The method is so subtle and fool-proof, that it is the perfect principle for many
routines, from standard magic effects, to mentalism. The props can be thoroughly
examined. Effects can be repeated.  Includes 30 Telepathy Cards, 6 manila envelopes
and updated instructions.

$15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/mental-telepathy-cards-blank/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esp-telepathy-cards/
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Seeing Is Disbelieving
Paul Romhany�s

Merge
The Linking Finger Rings is considered by many to be the
strongest magic routine ever conceived.  In the past, this has
been used only for stage work. However, Paul Romhany has
taken the classic Linking Finger Routine to a new level with
a close-up version  designed to be performed under ANY
close-up condition from the street, bars, corporate functions
to restaurants. With the moves he has created, you will
instantly link and unlink rings which are in full view, using
only one hand.   This is the closing effect Paul finishes every

walk-about performance with�MERGE is something people will remember.

You will receive Regular Finger Ring with matching Himber Ring.  Download
video tutorial so you can watch and learn Paul�s routine plus bonus handling ideas
for different sized rings. Instructional booklet with bonus ideas.

 $50

Ungimmicked
Miracle Linking Ropes

Three ropes link themselves without any magnets, strings or rope
gimmicks. The ropes are REALLY unprepared! Fools
magicians! You get three ropes and the �special secret�
for performing this wonderful rope illusion. You will
enjoy fooling your fellow magicians as well as
entertaining your audiences! Plays well in close-up,
parlor or stage!

Available in four colors: Yellow, Blue, Red and
White.

Specify Color...$20

Haunted Key
A large, antique-looking key is removed from the
magician's pocket and placed on his hand. With nary a
movement or word from the magician, the key
mysteriously rolls over on command!

There are no threads, wires or other attachments to
the key. Complete examination of the key is allowed
at ANY point during the magician's routine. This
masterpiece comes complete with key, instructions and
secret. The Haunted Key Book by Dick Williams will
give you many additional presentation ideas.

$10

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/merge-gimmicks-and-instruction-by-paul-romhany-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ungimmicked-miracle-linking-ropes/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/haunted-key-with-booklet/
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Modern Day Magic

Miracle Dice
Start by showing 6 different
numbered dice inside a small box. You
then ask someone in the audience to
toss the die.

You open the box. Amazing but
true.....all the dice in the box match
the number that was tossed!!

$15

Criminial Intent
aka CSI Card

A card is selected, returned to the deck and
shuffled. Magician is now the Forensic Detective,
he explains how this card will be located using
�techologies of forensic science�!  Spectator
selects one card and their DNA/finger prints are
now somewhere on the card.  Cards are spread
face down and magician proceeds to take out a
miniature UV light.  Like a crime detective, he
takes the UV light and fans out over the spread
cards, looking for DNA/finger prints of the
spectator!

�Lo & Behold� the UV lights up and is passed
over the cards, little white spots light up, and the UV light suddenly illuminates
a �Finger Print� on the back of the card!  The finger print glows under
the UV light.  When it�s turned over, it is confirmed to bhe the spectator�s chosen
card.  This finger print cannot be seen with the naked eye!  The rest of the deck
can be examined too.  Comes complete with two special cards and UV light.

$15

Destination Unknown
A clever trick that has fooled many
magicians as well as non magicians! 10
laminated cards are displayed, each having
10 cities named. A spectator mentally
selects a city and turns that card over. You
immediately turn all the rest over. You ask
the spectator to find his city again, wherever
it is listed on the back side and to simply
point out that card. When he tells you the
card you instantly know the city! Lots of
fun to perform... and rather perplexing.

$15

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/criminal-intent/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/destination-unknown/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/miracle-dice/
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Ready For All Venues
Hippity Hop Rabbits

Small & Large Sizes
A classic Kid Show trick that gets them
screaming!

Show two rabbits�one is white, the other is
black�and cover them with tubes. State that
the rabbits will magically change places. As
you say this, you turn them around in a semi-
sly fashion. The kids will catch you and
scream! But ignore them and remove the
tubes to show that the rabbits indeed have

changed places. Repeat the effect, which only gets
the kids screaming louder! Finally, remove the tubes
and, after a bit of humorous byplay, turn the rabbits
around to show that their back sides are a completely
different color . . . blue and yellow!

A great kid show stage trick that pays for itself. Well
made. Small size � 9-inch rabbits. (Photo shows
small size Hippity Hop Rabbits.)  Large size �
14-inch rabbits.

Small...$40     Large...$60

Vernet Multiplying
Sparkling Balls

Metallic balls appear, vanish and multiply
at your fingertips! Classic ball
manipulation becomes easier with these
unique textured balls. The metallic finish
also reflects lights nicely. Comes with
set of 3 with shell.

$20

Multiplying Golf Balls
One golf ball becomes two, then three,
then four in a very magical way. Then
they vanish one at a time! Many
Multiplying Ball routines are possible
with this quality set of multiplying golf
balls. Includes 3 rubberized plastic balls
(for easy grip), a metal shell, and
instructions. The color is dyed
completely through the ball�wil not
chip or crack!

$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=hippity+hop+rabbits&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hippity-hop-rabbits-14-inch/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hippity-hop-rabbits-9-inch/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/multiplying-sparkling-balls-vernet/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/multiplying-golf-balls-by-vernet/
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Getting Their Attention
Secrets Of  The

Snowstorm Combo
In recent years, the classic snowstorm effect has
gained more and more popularity.  We thought it
was time to explain one of magic�s best kept
secrets.  The book in this set is a complete
explanation of the Classic Snowstorm including
tips, suggestions and ideas to help bring a new
light on this stunning effect.  If you use this book
you will have the tools necessary to place your
own stamp of originality on a classic effect.

This combo item includes a 12.5-nch fan, 6
Snowstorm Packets (4 white, 1 red and 1 multi)
and a 30-page book filled with tips, tricks and
techniques for the Ultimate Snowstorm
Performance!

$45Ultimate Snowstorm
The load is all self-contained; hundreds of pre-cut
pieces banded together into a small packet.  Just push
your thumb into the center of the packet, rub your
fingers together and fan.  Nothing could be easier!

Few routines in magic are so compact to carry and play
so big and have such an emotional effect on an audience.
You receive one dozen snowstorm packets.  Use
your own fan (FAN NOT INCLUDED).  This is the
ULTIMATE SNOWSTORM!  We have sold this item
for years and it is hands down the preferred products used by working professionals.

$22.50

Spotty
An empty bag is shown and then
two handkerchiefs magically
appear�one black, one white.
Then they change color... the
black is now white and the white,
black! Ok, not convinced, let's
make spots appear... black on the
black, white on the white! Ok, let's
try again... now the black spots are
on the white and visa versa! But

wait! I think one is missing... Spot! Where are you? The bag is turned inside out
and there is the face of our dog, �Spot�!

Great Comedy!   $30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/snow-storm-larry-maples/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/secrets-of-the-snowstorm-combo/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spotty-the-dog/
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ESP Miracles

Purchased from any Stevens
Magic Catalog or from
www.stevensmagic.com

(use Code: SME10115)

Offer cannot be used in
combination with any other

promotion or special.  Some items
are non-discountable or listed as a
special price, these are not eligible
for this coupon. Nor are Antiques!

Expires:  October 1, 2015

Remember YOU must MENTION
the coupon to use it! It is NOT
given automatically, and will not
be applied retroactively! Coupon

Code: SME10115

ESP Origins
The Book & Deck

The ESP Origins Deck is based on the ESP cards
designed by Karl Zener and made popular by Joseph
Banks in the early 20th century.  The Deck:  The
marking on the backs of the cards is efficient and
effective. You can read it easily, but your spectators
will not even suspect the cards are marked, much
less be able to see the marks. In addition to the ESP
cards, the deck includes all of the cards needed to
perform the 10 routines described in the booklet,
along with several bonus cards that you can put to
use in your own mentalism routines.

The Booklet:  A number of leading mentalism
performers have worked with us on this project.

The 48-page booklet includes 10 routines, with illustrations by Tony Dunn and
superb graphics and design work by Benoît Drager.  Contributors to the book
include:  Max Maven, Richard Osterlind, Armand Porcell, Sylvain Mirouf, Ludovic
Mignon, Christian Chelman, Bob Mason.

$27.50
Entertaining ESP

Marked ESP Cards by Pat Page and Ken de
Courcy. Four of the five classifications of ESP
can be demonstrated with ESP cards�
Mindreading, Telepathy, Clairvoyance,
Precognition.  The booklet, Entertaining ESP,
contains more than 30 effects using Royal
Magic�s marked ESP cards.  You receive 25
ESP special cards and the book or routines.
You�ll love these easy routines.  A great addition
to your magic or psychic repertoire.

$16

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/esp-origins-by-ludovic-mignon-marchand-de-trucs/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/entertaining-esp/
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Unbelievable!
Needle Thru

 Balloon
The spectator blows up a balloon
and gives to the magician.  The
magician takes a long, steel
needle and is pushes it all the way
through an inflated balloon, and
it does not pop!

Looks impossible! Un-
Explainable!  Remove the
SHARP needle and pop the
balloon!  Includes needle and 12
balloons.

$15

Lubricated
Needle Wand
For use with the Needle
Thru Balloon effect, the
Lubricated Needle
Wand is the perfect
holder.  Not only can you
use this special wand for your show,
it also serves as a carry case to
transport the needle and, better yet,
it lubricates the needle every time you
remove it from the wand!  If you own
the Needle Thru Balloon, the
Lubricated Needle Wand is a must!

$15

Replacement Balloons
(Needle Thru Balloon)

The perfect balloons for Needle Thru
Balloon.  You get a �Magician�s Dozen�
(13 balloons) of the crystal clear 11-inch
balloons.  What a deal!!

$3.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/needle-thru-balloon/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lubricated-needle-wand/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/replacement-balloons-for-needle-thru/
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Great Comedy Items

Airborne With The
Greatest Of  Ease

The Levitating Airborne not only floats, it is
a 360 degree levitation.

The performer displays a bottle and glass,
then begins to pour a drink.  He releases the
glass and it remains floating in mid-air!  Now
for the kicker.  The glass will levitate up and
down at your control.  No battery needed.
Complete with 5-inch special glass and
gimmick (you supply the bottle).

Imagine having a levitation that packs in with
your bag of tricks!

$25

Coin Can Magic
�A Misers Dream comes to the
Modern World.� Display a Tomato
Soup Can, giving it a good shake to
show nothing inside. Reaching into the
air, you produce a coin and toss it into
the can. Clang, the coin lands inside
the can. Turn the can over and the
coin falls out. You smile and drop the
coin into a glass. Clang and Clang
again as you produce more coins and
toss them into the can. Two more
coins are dropped from Coin Can
Magic. Then for a FINALE, you drop
out the last coin and use it to tap on
the side of the can.  Clink, this Coin
Penetrates The Can!

Comes with the, Coin Can Magic (a Real Tomato Soup Can) and the gimmick to
appear the first coin. Use your own coins, US Half Dollar size and any
glass.  Contemporary idea's from G Sparks.

$50

Look For More Comedy
Items On Our Site!

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/airborne-with-the-greatest-of-ease/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/coin-can-magic-g-sparks/
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Change Is Everything!

Change Bag
With Handle

A classic magic utility item for vanishing,
appearing and restoring items.

Turn inside out to show it's completely empty.
Unzip the bottom and stick your arm through,
proving again that it is empty. Then produce

silks, or have cut rope pieces change into a single
long rope, and more!

Nice quality, turning handle version. Colors vary.
Silks not included. Bag has a zipper opening.

$30

Change Bag
A classic magic utility item for vanishing,
appearing and restoring items.

Turn inside out to show it's completely empty.
Then produce silks, or have cut rope pieces
change into a single long rope, and more! One
hand operation. High class magic and well made.

A plush bag that is attached to a flat handle.  Colors
vary.  Silks not included.

$20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/change-bag-with-handle/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/change-bag-economy/
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Cards With A Twist

A Bicycle Built
For Five

Five bike-riding Jokers are displayed,
backs and fronts.  One Joker�the
leader�is put aside, face down.  One
by one, the remaining Jokers are turned
over.  When the faces of the cards are
displayed, only abandoned bicycles are
seen.  Where are the missing Jokers?
The leader card is turned over and there
they are, on the face of the leader card!
Complete with full instructions and
specially printed cards, including an extra
gag card for a different climax.

$16

Roy Johnson�s
Lucky Cards

Possibly the #1 most dynamic card
effect for trade shows, open houses or
corporate work! Sells your sponsors!
The spectator names ANY card in the
deck expecting to win $20. But, all the
cards in the deck have the word WIN
written on the back EXCEPT his. Hard
to believe, but it says LOSE!

$25

Giant Cervon Monte
Stevens Magic is very proud to features
Bruce�s fabulous �Giant Cervon Monte.�
It uses ONLY three jumbo cards.  There is
NO special printing on the cards.  The card
indices are NOT altered.  Bruce�s funny
$100 routine is included on DVD and it
comes complete with jumbo cards and
instructions.  Packs flat and plays �BIG.�

The spectator sees the three jumbo cards,
with one being a court card.  The court
card is in the middle, for sure, but it is still impossible to find the jumbo court card,
as it jumps to the back or front to avoid being found!  How is this possible as there
are NO false moves?  Believe it!

$37.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/giant-cervon-monte-exclusive/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/lucky-cards-roy-johnson/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/bicycle-built-for-five-ton-onosaka/
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Ton Onosaka Cards
Backing

The performer displays the four Kings
and states that he will make each King
turn his back by magic.  One at a time,
each King turns face down, then rights
himself.  The performer confesses, �I
didn�t make good on my original
promise.  I said I�d make each King
turn his back, but what you actually
saw were the backs of the cards.  The
backs of the Kings would look like
this...�  The cards are turned over, one
by one, and instead of a normal back,
each now bears a special picture showing
the view from behind him!

$16

Backstabber
The King of Hearts is sometimes referred to as the
�Suicide King� because he appears to be stabbing
himself in the head with a sword�actually two heads
and two swords.  However, the swords are really
positioned behind the King.  This is significant to this
routine.  The King of Hearts is set aside, and a
spectator selects two cards from the balance of the
pack.  There�s a big surprise when the King is turned
over.  Instead of the normal card back, now there�s a
view of the King from behind�and it�s seen that the
swords are skewering two miniature cards�the
selections!

$16

Tonte
Tonte is one of the best contemporary jumbo
card montes since the Fred Kaps routine of
the classic, Sidewalk Shuffle.  It is an
unbelievable effect where the jumbo 10s
changes, one by one, into Queens.  You�ll love
handling these five specially printed, durable,
plastic-coated cards.  Add this to your
repertoire and you won�t be sorry.

Poker Size...$18          Jumbo Size...$25

https://www.stevensmagic.com/?s=tonte&post_type=product
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tonte-jr-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/tonte-jumbo-size-onosaka/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/backstabber/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/backing/
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Ton Onosaka Gems

Frisky Flowers
A whimsical routine using two oversize
cards.  The spectator can�t guess which
flowerpot is where.  Even when one card
is placed in the pocket and the other in
his hands, he�s wrong!  A special
gimmick does most of the work.  Brightly
colored pots of red and yellow flowers
will keep the attention of any age
audience.

 $15

Four Face Assembly
The typical packets are made.  One at a
time, each Queen vanishes from its
packet.  They are physically gone from
the card, leaving only a cutout space
where the picture used to be!  So, where
did the Queens go? The Queen of
Spades is turned over�all four Queens
have assembled, printed on that one
card!  Specially printed and die-cut
gimmicks.  Use your own deck.

$16

Arrow Dynamic
Another winner from the prolific mind of
Max Maven.

Spectator signs an adhesive sticker, which
is placed on one blank card.  Participants
loses this marked card in the deck and then
deals the cards into a three by five layout.
Printing suddenly appears on a plastic chip
and directs the spectator where to go from
packet to packet... the process continues
until, �yep, you guessed it� the last marker
directs exactly to the chosen marked card!

 $20

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/frisky-flowers/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/arrow-dynamic/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/four-face-assembly-goldstein-onosaka/
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Too Good To Miss

3D Paradox
2 Versions

The Magician & The Guru
The spectator holds a sealed envelope.
A card, freely selected, is signed and
shuffled back into the pack. The
envelope is opened to reveal a
brilliantly colored, beautifully illustrated
greeting card!  It's hinged open and
out leaps a colorful 3D scene in which
a smaller envelope �pops up�! Her
brain melts when she removes the
contents herself and discovers her
own, SIGNED CARD!

This new diabolical take on the �impossible location� features:   A perfect finale
for any signed card routine! No reset or get ready�always ready to perform!
Sweet simplicity allows you to focus on presentation!  Do it completely surrounded!
A real reputation maker! Finally, a card-to-impossible-location needing no
preparation, wallet, palming, swapping, folding, hiding, jackets, pockets or lemons!
Fun to perform!  3D Paradox �The Guru�& �The Magician� borders on the
mystical for a cosmic journey. Please specify when ordering.

 $25 each

Robert Frederico�s
Ultimate JFK Levitation

First introduced by Stevens Magic in
1989, as Robert Frederico�s Solid
Silver Levitation. Also known as The
Ultimate Floating Half Dollar.

A Kennedy half-dollar levitates on top of a
playing card, with no visible attachments.
This is the only floating coin we have seen
and we can say for sure, even if there are
other models out there, there is �nothing�
like Robert Frederico�s.

This remarkable levitation can be performed in the spectator�s hand as well. But
even better, the new version comes with a transposition too!  Not only does the
Kennedy half-dollar visually float and levitate, but the magician then passes his
hand over the floating coin causing it to shrink into a mini JFK half dollar.

Comes complete with everything you will need to perform this visually mind blowing
effect!

  $35

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/ultimate-jfk-levitation-robert-frederico/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/shuftons-3-d-paradox/
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Grab Their Attention
One Quart Low!

A quart of cooking oil is poured into a borrowed hat
(bag or purse) exhausting the entire contents of the
can!  The oil completely vanishes and the borrowed
container is just fine!

Or, how will they react when you drink the entire can
of oil?  Pretty slippery business!  This routine will make
them laugh and is something they will surely remember!
This product is unbelievable�it will fool even YOU!
It looks so real as the can is tiled and the oil flows
freely from the can.

It�s the perfect icebreaker for an MC, performer,
comedian or clown.  A great addition to your comedy
arsenal.

       Available Again!     $40

Steve Darci�s
Spongeball Toolbox

& DVD
This toolbox contains everything you need:
sponge balls, purse frame and DVD with over
two hours of personal instructions.  The best ever
collection of useful sponge ball moves, routines
and advice fro all skill levels.  Featuring a brand
new sponge ball effect, �The Flat Ball,�  with
special props included.

From organized show to impromptu�lots of
sponge ball tricks and routines for every
performing situation from special guests George Schindler, David Ginn, Dan
Garrett, Pat Page, Gary Darwin, Frank Zak and Albert Goshman.

        $22.50

Scarab
A swami gimmick unlike any other.  Secret writing has never
been easier than this.  This useful gimmick is small, contoured
to fit well and easy to conceal.  Available with black lead
only.  A powerful gimmick used by famous mentalist and
psychics.

        Available Again!    $16

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/one-quart-low-steve-dick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/spongeball-toolbox-wdvd-trick/
https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/scarab-ray-piatt-swami-gimmick/
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Brand New...
Eclectic

By Brian Watson
Brian Watson is a consummate thinker and
performer.  He�s also one of our top selling
lines at Stevens Magic.  This is his latest
collaboration featuring 29 pages of his
signature effects.  The booklet features
excellent sequential photographs that make
learning the effects much easier. All the
effects included are highly commercial,
tested and audience approved!

The booklet is printed with a gloss cover.
Kudos to Brian for his respect for the art by
crediting (when necessary), previous magicians
contributions.  How refreshing to see someone
who has an appreciation for ethics and history.
Another reason to support him all the more!

Features:
�  Impromptu Haunted Deck
�  BPM
�  Grand Master Gambit
�  Grandpa�s Snowballs
�  The World Easiest Magic Square
�  By Any Other Name
�  Binary Capture
�  Mental Logs Outdone (sold in this catalog!)
�  Card In Lie Detector

$30

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/eclectic-brian-watson-booklet/
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Card Miracles
Self  Working Mentalism

Card Miracles 1
By José Rodriguez

A unique treatise that caught our attention and has
three powerful effects for the working magician/
mentalist.  If you are a magician that is looking to
add a little mentalism and readings to you act�
this is a perfect.  It�s a trilogy�a three in one!

If you are a mentalist looking for some easy, self
working card miracles�this is also for you.  The
book has three effects written by new comer José
Rodriguez. The book teaches you how to give
simple readings with a deck of cards.  People love
to hear personal attributes to their personalities.

Here�s some information about the three effects:
� Psychic Whispers: A beautiful card revelation with a hint of numerology.
� No Cards Card Trick: A card effect with no cards. Contains a touch of a
    reading.
� Four Card Sneak: Based on Larry Becker�s Sneak Thief, using four playing
    cards, and an extra kicker with a Jonah card.

Excellent For Any Type Of  Personal Reading!   $20

Making
Gimmicked Cards

By Suds
This book contains several methods of making your
own gimmicked cards�includes erasing pips,
splitting cards, printing cards, gluing cards and how
to make a blank card!  BONUS�Now added: How
to make magnetic cards and how to make shim
cards!

�Finally, at last, a teaching book
on how to make gimmicked
cards!�  --Joe Stevens

$17.50

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/self-working-mentalism-card-miracles-vol-1-jose-rodriquez/
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Stevens Magic Exclusive

Richard Nongard & Jeff  McBride�s
Hypnotic Wizardry

2-DVD Set
This is it! �Complete access to the intersection of Magic and Hypnosis with Jeff
McBride and Dr. Richard Nongard.� Can you imagine a better combination of two
experts in their fields coming together to share their secrets?  Without a doubt, Jeff
McBride and Richard Nongard are sages in the craft of magic, hypnosis and
performance. As a teaching team, they are bringing you a perspective on entertainment
honed from the stages of Las Vegas and venues from around the world.

Do you want to create more powerful presentations, activate your own potential
and entertain in a way that stands out from the crowd of other entertainers? Then
Hypnotic Wizardry is your starting point for success. Now you can own this 2-
DVD Set featuring two hours of solid content! Every performer worth their salt
knows that execution of an effect is just �one� part of creating a stage presence! It's
the process of creating that energy buy implementation of other ingredients (music,
style and in this case hypnotic energy) that will separate you from the masses!

This 2-DVD Set covers�Hypnotic Induction, The Lemon Drop Convincer, The
Georgia Magnet Act and presenting the Chair Suspension as Hypnotic Catalepsy.

There is much more�Invisible Loops for Hypnotic Response.  Predict Change and
Numberground for Hypnotic Amnesia.  Light and Heavy Blocks.  Harbin Style
Chair Suspension.  Blow Books and Magic Coloring for Hypnotic Hallucination.
Full Secrets Revealed and the Inner Working Described. Many other applications,
tricks, explanations and methods of psychological performance. PDF Resource List.
And guest appearances from Christian Diamond and Randilyn Illusions.

2-DVD Set...$55

https://www.stevensmagic.com/shop/hypnotic-wizardry-richard-nongard-jeff-mc-bride/
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Qty Total
Item
 PriceDescription

Total

Stevens Magic Emporium
2520 East Douglas �  Wichita, KS  67214

Phone:  (316) 683-9582 �  Fax:  (316) 68-MAGIC (686-2442)
E-Mail:  magic@stevensmagic.com
Website:  www.stevensmagic.com
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